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Abstract. Pierre Boulez introduced the concept of ”creative analysis”
[5] in the late 80s: according to him, analysis has to aim at producing new
pieces. Marcel Mesnage and André Riotte followed this way with works
on computer-aided analysis and composition [14]. This study will focus
on Ligeti’s analysis of ”Structures pour deux pianos Ia” (first book in
1951-1952) by Boulez, where the compositionnal process is described in
detail and set a model. In ”Structures”, Boulez uses a series of 12 pitches
borrowed from Messiaen’s ”Mode de valeurs et d’intensité”, but also a
series of 12 durations (borrowed from the same source), 12 attacks, and
12 dynamics. Following Boulez’s conception, our task is to start from this
compositional model to then consider how it could be used to produce
an other piece.
First our work will start with the software OpenMusic, developed at the
IRCAM, and built on functional paradigm. This graphical environment
can be exploited to imitate the model used in ”Structures” , stressing on
the functional point of view.
Then a parallel approach will deal with Rubato, an universal music software environment which has been developed at the University of Zurich.
The categorical point of view theorized by Guerino Mazzola is the application keystone and is related to OpenMusic as functional languages
and category theory are strongly linked. Rubato would bring an other
abstraction level and therefore new possibilities that have to be developed.

1

Introduction

Musicology traditionnally distinguishes analysis and composition. Indeed these
represent two different disciplines although they can be completely separated.
Boulez aims at reuniting those 2 directions into what he calls ”creative analysis” [6] [5]. Thus a musical work have to be considered as containing in its
”potentiality”, i.e. its possibility to open perspectives to new compositions.
Evolution of the link between mathematics and music [3] combined with
development of music through computer science, has been leading composers
and analysts to change their habits and to interest in music formalisation.

We start introducing the compositional process used by Pierre Boulez before
presenting the implementation of the model in OpenMusic. Afterwards we will
deal with the perspectives of the implementation in Rubato that would guide
the development of this project.

2
2.1

Compositional process in ”Structure Ia”
Analysis of constructional and serial principles: Decision and
Automatism

We mainly use for this work the famous analysis made by Ligeti on this piece [13]
(see also [9], [10]). This describes the part of decision and automatism existing
in the piece, automatism due to the serial technique.
Boulez aims at extending serial technique in his ”Structures” (for details on
his musical technique, see [7] and [8]). Therefore he chooses a twelve-tone series,
that he arranges to form the same series as Division 1 of the note-succession from
Messsiaen’s ”Mode de valeurs et d’intensités” in homage to his teacher (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The original series

Then Boulez considers two 12 ∗ 12 matrices : one matrix fostered by the
12 transpositions of the original series and a second one with the 12 transpositions of the inverted (by the first note) original series (Fig. 2). Therefore he
picks paths in those matrices in order to organise serial threads defined by
12 pitches, durations, intensities, and dynamics. Boulez goes further than usual
serialist composers as he applies this technique to durations, intensities and dynamics creating serial ”threads” defined by 12 pitches, durations, intensities, and
dynamics.
2.2

How to create from an analysis

This analysis of the compositional process leads us to ponder on the possibilities
in order to compose. Ligeti doesn’t forget to cope with this problem as he subrays
the balance between automatism and decision, i.e. what concerns the composer’s
choice or not.
From this model we can undertake a kind of metacomposition with two softwares proposing different approaches, OpenMusic and Rubato. Guerino realised
a piano sonata from an analysis made on the ”Hammerklavier” sonata written
by Beethoven [15].

Fig. 2. One matrix and some paths used for the composition

3
3.1

An implementation in OpenMusic : a visual and
functional environment
Patches and circularity

OpenMusic offers a Human-machine interface originally reserved to composition.
Yet, as we will see it could be used in the context of musical analysis in order to
compose [2]. Indeed there are few accessible softwares for theorists who are not
necessarily used to using computers.
The basic unit of programming in OpenMusic is a patch. Generally speaking,
a patch can consist of functions linked up to create a flowchart representing a
task. The figure 3 shows the patch allowing the creation, from the original series
given in input, of the two sections of the piece. Based on a functional paradigm
(LISP/CLOS), OpenMusic takes advantage of recursivity as a patch can be built
from other patches.

Fig. 3. The patch in OpenMusic reproducing the compositional process of “Structures
Ia”

3.2

Composing following the model with the benefit of a graphical
composition environment

Given a twelve-note series, the patch applies the same process that Boulez defined. The patch produces a score where bundles defined by Boulez are displayed
in tracks (Fig. 4). Each track can be then modified directly.

Fig. 4. The produced score in OpenMusic

Furthermore, according to Ligeti’s analysis, registers (i.e. which octave do
we select for the related pitch-set) are an important parameter to modify on the
composition. We choose not to control dynamics as it remains difficult to set up
in OpenMusic.
This emphasizes the distinction between automatism (the procedures contained in the patch) and decision (the allowed modifications on the result).
Thus the user is able to create “errors” like Boulez did in his piece (according
to Ligeti!).

4
4.1

Rubato : A higher level of abstraction with a
categorical view
Different perspectives brought by Rubato

Rubato is based on a music theory introduced by Mazzola [16] and based on
category theory (and especially on theory of topos), a branch of mathematics

pointing out transformations rather than objects (this concept exists in musical
analysis with transformational analysis developed by David Lewin [12]). Figure
?? displays the Rubato environment.

Fig. 5. The Rubato environment and an example of network

4.2

Possibilities brought by Rubato

This software involves higher abstraction as, for instance, it deals with generalized musical objects. Indeed objects like “melody” are defined, allowing new
perspectives. So this background fits the combinatory point of view of the compositional process of Boulez, letting open fields to work on to develop a kind of
metacomposition able to foster different pieces.

4.3

Scheme of the construction

The introduced theory allows us to speak of generalized points in space (i.e.
addressed points instead of traditional points known from standard mathematical approaches). It means that we rather interest in morphisms (here module
morphisms) than in objects.
The key concept is to rely on the module Z11 which is strongly related to
the structure of the piece, with a twelve-tone qualities series and the 12 ∗ 12
matrices. Then the idea is to associate the 12 basis vectors of Z11 to each note
(i.e. create a module morphism) (Fig. 6), and generalize this process associating
them to each row of the matrices. Then permutations of basis vectors will allow
to generate the piece. The result is displayed in figure 7.

Fig. 6. Association of the 12 basis vectors of Z11 with 12 notes

Fig. 7. The Rubato “score” of Structure Ia

5

Conclusion

OpenMusic and Rubato offers tools to plan compositional models and consequently allows composers to modify their vision and enlarge their possibilities.
The models generally brought by analyses are subject to modifications that can
generate other compositions after. From that on, this approach may be first
generalized to other parameters (like instruments, etc.). Furthermore, the process used by Boulez may be thought in terms of permutations (and group of
permutations) which could lead to new directions.
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